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Regulatory Reform, Competition, and Innovation
In Regulatory Politics in Transition Marc Eisner argues that to understand fully the
importance of regulatory policy we need to survey the critical policy shifts brought
about during the Progressive period, the New Deal, and the contemporary period.
Eisner adopts a regulatory regime framework to address the combination of policy
change and institutional innovation across multiple policies in each period. For
each of these periods Eisner examines economic structural changes and the
prevailing political economic and administrative theories that conditioned the
design of new policies and institutions. Throughout, Eisner adds a valuable
historical dimension to the discussion of regulation, by showing how policies and
institutions were shaped by particular historical and political circumstances. The
new edition examines how the efficiency regime of the 1980s found a new
expression in the regulatory reinvention during the Clinton presidency. Moreover, it
explores the impact of globalization trends and international regimes upon the
politics of regulation and asks whether a new global regime is on the horizon.

Obama at the Crossroads
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A PDF version of this book is available for free in open access via the OAPEN
Library platform, www.oapen.org. This book presents a new model of
accountability which ensures that public-private partnerships don't erode public
accountability. It defines concrete accountability standards for different types of
partnerships.

Government and Environmental Politics
The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government
Policy Making in Israel analyzes how the Israeli government has coped with an
array of problems in its brief history--from war and terrorism attacks, to economic
unrest and heavy immigration.

Bureaucracy and Self-Government
This book provides an account of the international emergence of corporate
manslaughter offences to criminalise deaths in the workplace during the last
twenty years, identifying the limitations of health and safety regulation that have
prompted this development.

APEC-OECD Co-operative Initiative on Regulatory Reform The
Integrated Checklist: Putting Knowledge Into Practice
Proceedings of the Seventh APEC-OECD Workshop on
Regulatory Reform, Bangkok, Thailand, November 2004
Symposium on Native Americans and Public Policy
Japan is currently undergoing many interesting changes, which the Japanese
government trumpets as fundamental reform, but which some observers suspect
will turn out to be superficial, part of a long sequence of changes which have been
much less far-reaching than at first anticipated. This book provides a survey of the
many changes currently in progress in Japan, including political reform, economic
deregulation and liberalisation, and reforms to environmental policy, science and
technology, education, and immigration policy. The essays in this volume explore
the reform process in Japan overall, and provides a thorough overview of major
current developments in Japan.

Policy Approaches to Economic Deregulation and Regulatory
Reform
Social Citizenship in the Shadow of Competition explores how economic concepts
and tools are reshaping regulatory law. Building on studies that link law - both
institutionally and discursively - to the legitimation of economic neo-liberalism, the
book charts lawmakers' attempts to justify social welfare regulation in the
language imposed by economic theory. It presents new qualitative findings from an
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ambitious regulatory reform programme targeting over 1,700 pieces of legislation.
Bronwen Morgan argues that the interplay between economic discourse and
lawmaking does not destroy the possibility of social citizenship; however, the
subsequent regulatory conversations frequently silence or weaken the claims of
vulnerable groups. Thus, even when vulnerable groups secure instrumental
success, economic conceptions of bureaucratic rationality impoverish their
capacity to express certain kinds of intangible values and aspirations. To expand or
retain social citizenship requires that we learn to conceive of what matters in
political economy without relying on the logic of utility or other instrumental
rationalities.

Real Markets: Social and Political Issues of Food Policy Reform
How to better coordinate policies and public services across public sector
organizations has been a major topic of public administration research for decades.
However, few attempts have been made to connect these concerns with the
growing body of research on biases and blind spots in decision-making. This book
attempts to make that connection. It explores how day-to-day decision-making in
public sector organizations is subject to different types of organizational attention
biases that may lead to a variety of coordination problems in and between
organizations, and sometimes also to major blunders and disasters. The
contributions address those biases and their effects for various types of public
organizations in different policy sectors and national contexts. In particular, it
elaborates on blind spots, or ‘not seeing the not seeing’, and different forms of
bureaucratic politics as theoretical explanations for seemingly irrational
organizational behaviour. The book’s theoretical tools and empirical insights
address conditions for effective coordination and problem-solving by public
bureaucracies using an organizational perspective.

Policy Reform in Indonesia and the Asian Development Bank's
Financial Sector Governance Reforms Program Loan
Regulatory reform can spur innovations in infrastructure services, generating new
downstream activities and magnifying the economywide benefits of reform. The
national competition agency can help greatly in laying the groundwork for reform
by making a compelling case for the reform's expected benefits.

YALE JOURNAL ON REGULATION
Political executives have been at the centre of public and scholarly attention long
before the inception of modern political science. In the contemporary world,
political executives have come to dominate the political stage in many democratic
and autocratic regimes. The Oxford Handbook of Political Executives marks the
definitive reference work in this field. Edited and written by a team of word-class
scholars, it combines substantive stocktaking with setting new agendas for the
next generation of political executive research.

Bureaucratic Politics and Regulatory Reform
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Bureaucratic Behavior in a Political Setting
The standard wisdom among political scientists has been that "iron triangles"
operated among regulatory agencies, the regulated industries, and members of
Congress, all presumably with a stake in preserving regulation that protected the
industries from competition. Despite almost unanimous agreement among
economists that such regulation was inefficient, it seemed highly unlikely that
deregulation could occur. Yet between 1975 and 1980 major deregulatory changes
that strongly favored competition did take place in a wide range of industries. The
results are familiar to airline passengers, users of telephone service, and trucking
freight shippers, among others. Martha Derthick and Paul J. Quirk ask why this
deregulation happened. How did a diffuse public interest prevail over the powerful
industry and union interests that sought to preserve regulation? Why did the
regulatory commissions, which were expected to be a major obstacle to
deregulation, instead take the initiative on behalf of it? And why did influential
members of Congress push for even greater deregulation? The authors
concentrate on three cases: airlines, trucking, and telecommunications. They find
important similarities among the cases and discuss the implications of these
findings for two broader topics: the role that economic analysis has played in policy
change, and the capacity of the American political system for transcending narrow
interests.

Journal of Policy Analysis and Management
Environmental Policy in the 1990s
Based on interviews with key EPA decision makers and an analysis of the public
record, this informative case study demonstrates how the contemporary
movement for regulatory reform has actually affected the internal organizational
politics of a highly visible administrative agency. The volume offers an in-depth
look at how a specific agency effort at regulatory reform can be drastically
influenced by the machinations of bureaucratic politics. Evidence is offered to
support Cook's claim, in contrast to conventional views, that senior political and
career leadership has considerable influence over the policy direction of an
administrative agency.

Energy Review
"Clearly lays out the advocacy approach to public policy analysis and applies it to a
variety of public policy problems and arenas." - cover.

The Oxford Handbook of Political Executives
Bureaucrats, Politics, and the Environment
The State and Public Bureaucracies
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This title is directed primarily towards health care professionals outside of the
United States. This introductory text explores Australian health policy through a
novel, problem-orientated approach. It shows the problem-solving techniques that
are used when developing policy and demonstrates the skills of analysis and
decision making. Introductory chapters explain the problem-orientated approach to
health policy development and introduce the policy making process. These are
followed by case studies that explore developments in Australian health policy in
priority and topical areas. Chapters illustrate how policy-makers respond to
perennial and emerging policy problems and demonstrate problem-solving
approaches to the conception, development and implementation of health policy.
Of particular concern are areas which are in transition or are highly contested. A
team of prominent and expert contributors gives an overview of key issues,
analyse the policy responses that have occurred and propose directions for the
future. Topics covered span governance, values and specific service areas within
major established areas of health policy of national concern as well as emerging
problems and developments that have occurred in response to well-known cases.
Takes a novel, problem-oriented approach to analysing health policy in Australia,
which fits well with how policy is often created in practice. Combines a conceptual
framework with a rich selection of pertinent and topical case studies by prominent
researchers and policy practitioners to put policy analysis in context and give
insights from practical experience. Topics have been chosen to appeal to students
from a wide range of health backgrounds and include issues in nursing,
management, rehabilitation, health information, and technology. Includes
questions for discussion in each chapter. A companion Evolve website for
Instructors contains chapter-by-chapter notes on review questions, suggestions for
tutorial exercises, assignment topics and examination questions.

Japan - Change and Continuity
Adminstrative reform in most western democracies over the past couple of
decades has been characterized by bringing in market-based concepts of publicservice delivery. This book looks critically at administrative reform in a
comparative perspective. The contributors - experts on administrative reform assess its scope and objectives, and also the ways in which these reforms have
impacted on the traditional roles of elective office and civil servants. This book will
be an invaluable resource for students and academics in Politics and Public
Administration, as well as for civil servants and experts on administrative reform.

The Blind Spots of Public Bureaucracy and the Politics of
Non‐Coordination
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

Policy Change And Learning
This book examines the dynamics shaping the economic process of economic
liberalisation in Indonesia since the mid-1980's. Much writing on the process of
economic liberalisation in developing countries views economic liberalisation as
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the victory of economic rationality over political and social interests. In contrast,
this book argues that economic liberalisation should not be understood in these
terms, but rather in the way that political social interests shape processes of
economic reform in both a positive and negative sense. Specifically, Rosser argues
that economic liberalisation needs to be understood in terms of the extent to which
economic crises shift the balance of power and influence within society away from
coalitions opposed to reform and towards those in favour of reform. In the
Indonesian context, the main coalitions that need to be examined in this respect
are the politico-bureaucrats and the conglomerates who have generally opposed
reform and mobile capitalists who have generally supported reform. Based on
extensive original research, and providing much new material, the book considers
the politics of economic policy-making in Indonesia in a range of sectors including
the capital market, intellectual property law, the banking industry, and the trade
and investment sectors. Analysing why the nature of economic policy in Indonesia
has varied over time, this study argues that there is nothing inevitable about a
transition to a fully-fledged liberal market order in Indonesia, and outlines possible
future scenarios for the country's political economy.

Accountability in Public Policy Partnerships
Bureaucratic Power in Environmental Policy-making
Politicians, Bureaucrats and Administrative Reform
The Design and Sequencing of Trade and Investment Policy
Reform
Regulatory Reform and Congressional Review of Agency Rules
Political Science Abstracts is an annual supplement to the Political Science,
Government, and Public Policy Series of The Universal Reference System, which
was first published in 1967. All back issues are still available.

Policy Making in Israel
Regulatory Politics in Transition
Until now political scientists have devoted little attention to the origins of American
bureaucracy and the relationship between bureaucratic and interest group politics.
In this pioneering book, Daniel Carpenter contributes to our understanding of
institutions by presenting a unified study of bureaucratic autonomy in democratic
regimes. He focuses on the emergence of bureaucratic policy innovation in the
United States during the Progressive Era, asking why the Post Office Department
and the Department of Agriculture became politically independent authors of new
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policy and why the Interior Department did not. To explain these developments,
Carpenter offers a new theory of bureaucratic autonomy grounded in organization
theory, rational choice models, and network concepts. According to the author,
bureaucracies with unique goals achieve autonomy when their middle-level
officials establish reputations among diverse coalitions for effectively providing
unique services. These coalitions enable agencies to resist political control and
make it costly for politicians to ignore the agencies' ideas. Carpenter assesses his
argument through a highly innovative combination of historical narratives,
statistical analyses, counterfactuals, and carefully structured policy comparisons.
Along the way, he reinterprets the rise of national food and drug regulation,
Comstockery and the Progressive anti-vice movement, the emergence of American
conservation policy, the ascent of the farm lobby, the creation of postal savings
banks and free rural mail delivery, and even the congressional Cannon Revolt of
1910.

Political Science Abstracts
Analysing Health Policy
The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy
For more than two centuries, argues Brian J. Cook in Bureaucracy and SelfGovernment, two conceptions of public administration have coexisted in American
politics: the "instrumental" (bureaucracy's job is to carry out the orders of elected
officials) and the "constitutive" (bureaucracy shapes public policy and thus the
character of the political community). Through an examination of key conflicts in
American political development—from the debates of 1789 through the Jacksonian
era controversies and the confrontations of the New Deal—Cook shows how these
two views of public administration have been in constant tension, with the
instrumental view eventually dominating public discourse.

PAIS Bulletin
"Government and Environmental Politics details the emergence of the new social
values that gave rise to the environmental movement and examines the federal
government's response to the changing ideas and needs of the American people.
Chapters describe such topics as postwar environmental politics, the
environmental lobbies, development of the publicly owned national park and
recreation system, federal protection of endangered species, official promotion of
nuclear energy, and regulation of toxic substances. The contributors are Malcolm
Forbes Baldwin, Thomas R. Dunlap, Frank Gregg, Samuel P. Hays, Michael J. Lacey,
Robert Cameron Mitchell, Joseph L. Sax, Christopher Schroeder, and Michael Smith.
Book jacket." -- Book jacket.

Political science quarterly
The 2010 election serves as a bookend to one of the remarkable political periods in
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recent U.S. history. Amidst a profound economic crisis, Americans elected an
African American to the presidency and massive Democratic majorities to
Congress. Beginning in 2009, the President and Congress put forward a sweeping
agenda to both address the economic crisis and enact progressive policies that
liberals had been advocating for decades. Within a year and a half, they would
pass health care reform and financial reform alongside a stimulus package of
nearly a trillion dollars. Democrats also rescued the auto industry via a partial
government takeover and expanded the Bush administration's incipient program
for saving the banking sector by pouring hundreds of billions of dollars into it.
Finally, the Obama administration dramatically increased our commitment in
Afghanistan while simultaneously winding down our presence in Iraq. In Obama at
the Crossroads, eminent political scientists Desmond King and Larry Jacobs have
gathered some of the best scholars in American politics to take stock of this
extraordinary period. Covering the financial crisis, health care reform, racial
politics, foreign policy, the nature of Obama's leadership, and the relationship
between the administration's agenda and broader progressive goals, this will serve
as a comprehensive overview of the key issues facing the Obama administration as
it entered office.

The Politics of Deregulation
This study offers an unprecedented examination of the state, politics, and
bureaucracy from a historical and comparative perspective. Case histories of a
wide variety of bureaucratic traditions are provided in an effort to text a new
theoretical approach in which the theory of the state and the theory of
bureaucracy, both of which have so far developed without systematic interaction,
are merged. Beginning with a chapter elucidating the editor's theoretical
framework, the volume proceeds to compare state tradition and bureaucratic
structures in both developed countries. Essays are included on nonstate
societies--the United States and Great Britain--as well as classical state societies
such as France and Germany.

Corporate Manslaughter and Regulatory Reform
Social Citizenship in the Shadow of Competition
The Politics of Economic Liberalization in Indonesia
The Oxford Handbook of State and Local Government is an historic undertaking. It
contains a wide range of essays that define the important questions in the field,
evaluate where we are in answering them, and set the direction and terms of
discourse for future work. The Handbook will have a substantial influence in
defining the field for years to come. The chapters critically assess both the key
works of state and local politics literature and the ways in which the sub-field has
developed. It covers the main areas of study in subnational politics by exploring
the central contributions to the comparative study of institutions, behavior, and
policy in the American context. Each chapter outlines an agenda for future
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research.

What Motivates Bureaucrats?
This volume explores the processes by which hazardous waste policies are
formulated and implemented. A collection of papers by distinguished scholars in
the field, this book addresses both the international and domestic policy arenas
and includes several articles that deal with the landmark 1984 amendments to the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

Dimensions of Hazardous Waste Politics and Policy
-- Political Science Quarterly
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